Sealing

protective and decorative sealant for insulating panels

Decorative sealant along the cutting surface

IT IS A PRODUCT READY TO APPLY THROUGH BRUSH, ROLL AND SPRAY TO SEAL, PROTECT, WATERPROOF AND QUICKLY DECORATE THE INSULATING PANELS. IT IS A SYNTHETIC, READY TO USE PRODUCT, FREE OF SOLVENTS, EXTREMELY ELASTIC, FULLY WATERPROOF, RESISTANT TO LOW TEMPERATURES AND ATMOSPHERIC AGENTS, TO BE USED OUTDOORS AND INDOORS AND ON ALL GEOMETRIC SURFACES, EVEN THE MOST COMPLEX ONES. THANKS TO ITS SELF-LEVELLING AND FILLING POWER, IT IS ABLE TO LEVEL AND SATURATE THE MICRO-PORES OF THE INSULATING MATERIAL. THANKS TO THE EXTREMELY STRONG ADHERENCE AND ELASTICITY THAT DEVELOPS ONCE DRY, IT IS ABLE TO:

- Protect the polyurethane resins of insulating panels from the UV degradation;
- Quickly waterproof the metal panels joined with different insulating cores (polyurethane resins, mineral fibres) along the cutting surface, thus preventing harmful cracks and water infiltrations;
- Seal small holes, interstices, and cracks in the insulating core or along the insulating core-metal connection;
- Absorb dimensional variations of composite materials;
- Quickly decorate the cutting surface, harmonising it to the same colour of the metal;
- Act as decorative finish thanks to a coloured film with high covering properties, resistant to atmospheric agents and available in different shades;
- Act as decorative-protective finish with very high covering properties, to apply on the insulating core or metal surface, even inside;
- Available in pack of 1 Kg;
- Kg = 1 M² = APPROXIMATELY 10 LINEAR METERS OF EDGE, FOR A 40 MM THICK PANEL;

Standard colours

White grey  Siena red  Chocolate brown